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Along with giving shooters more out-of-the-box features than the 
competition, Savage Arms’ new MSR rifles offer something else 
other modern sporting rifles can’t beat. They’re a perfect match 
for a wide variety of high-performance ammunition, optics and 
accessories from the industry’s most trusted brands.

AMMUNITION
On the firepower front, Savage’s new MSRs deliver unbeatable 
accuracy and ballistics with ammunition from Federal Premium, 
Fusion and American Eagle. 

Choices cover the spectrum, from Gold Medal rifle loads for the 
ultimate long-range accuracy edge, Fusion MSR for hard-hitting 
performance on big game, and American Eagle MSR rounds 
optimized for training and targets. 

OPTICS
You can’t hit what you can’t see, but thankfully, legendary  
Bushnell optics ensure your MSR is on target in any conditions, 
day or night. 

Case in point: Bushnell’s Digital  
Sentry Night Vision Monocular trans-
forms any red-dot MSR optic into a night-
vision scope, complete with a 220-yard 
range, full-color LED display and 2x  
magnification. But if split-second engage-
ments are your forte, the circle dot reticle 
on Bushnell’s AR Optics Incinerate makes 
lightning-fast target acquisition easier 
than ever. 

Want more options? The Engulf Micro 
Reflex Red Dot projects a 5-MOA dot 
through waterproof, fog proof and 
shockproof optics, yet is small enough 
to fit on a pistol.  

Bushnell’s energy-conscious Enrage has 
twice the battery life as other red dot 
scopes, while the 3X Magnifier helps 
zoom in on targets when you need it and 
flips out of the way when you don’t. 

ACCESSORIZE TO CUSTOMIZE
Savage’s new MSRs bristle with custom features and upgrades 
right out of the box. But they also allow shooters to easily  
trick out and personalize their new shooting platforms by  
accommodating the best no-nonsense, performance-driven  
accessories on the market.

For example, aftermarket icon 
BLACKHAWK! offers a full suite  
of tactical components that are a perfect 
fit for Savage MSRs. Whether you’re  
interested in upgrading to a custom-
fitting A-frame carbine stock, boosting  
comfort, stability and accuracy with an 

AR pistol grip, or taking crisp, seamless  
trigger pull to new heights, BLACKHAWK!  
has you covered. 

And that’s just for starters. Additional 
BLACKHAWK! enhancements include a 
sweet AR-15 Carbine Quad Rail Forend 
that replaces standard handguards with no modifications to the 
MSR; folding back-up iron sight solutions that deploy in seconds 
with the push of a button; and an equally impressive new family 
of stealthy suppressors that features a hexagonal pattern and 
lightweight yet rugged design that redefines decibel reduction.

MORE OPTIONS
Savage MSRs are also a great fit with some of the industry’s other 
top products, including rugged mounting systems from Tasco 
and Weaver, shooting accessories from Butler Creek, cleaning 
supplies from Hoppe’s, and targets, range gear and additional 
accessories from Champion.  

All are ideal for maximizing the MSR  
experience both afield and on the 
range, but noteworthy examples 
include the all-new Hoppe’s Black 
cleaners and lubricants. The lineup is 
specially formulated to clean and pro-
tect MSRs and other firearms that can 
run through ammunition quickly, and it 
withstands temperatures from minus  
65 to 540 degrees Fahrenheit.

Also, Weaver recently unveiled a 
Premium MSR Mount to securely 
bind prized optics with your favorite 
rifle. It’s forged from incredibly strong 
7075 T-6 aircraft-grade aluminum and 
coated with an anodized black matte 
hardcoat finish for low-vis yet high-
impact performance. And get this—it 
weighs just 6 ounces.

On the downrange side of the spectrum,  
Champion has churned out targets aimed at reliable 
performance and shooter enjoyment for years— 
and the new Center Mass AR500 series is no 
exception. Designed with high-power, high- 
capacity rifles in mind, the hardened steel targets 
emit a supremely satisfying ping on impact, and are 
built to withstand years of shooting—a critical need 
considering how many rounds shooters will want to 
put through their new Savage MSR! 

AMMUNITION & ACCESSORIES

*Photos provided for this article are the earliest first look of the new rifles and  
accessories; components and specifications could change on production models.

Additional products from partner brands include rugged, high-performance AR optics and 
mounting systems from Bushnell® and Weaver®, shooting accessories from Butler Creek® 
and a host of cleaning supplies, targets, range gear and additional items perfectly suited 
to maximizing the modern sporting rifle experience both afield and on the range.
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4” GONG 
8” GONG 

8” SQUARE 

SKU DESCRIPTION UPC MSRP MARKET RELEASE DATE

44903 AR500 3/8” GONG 8” 6-04544-62173-0 $39.95 October 2016

44902 AR500 3/8” GONG 4” 6-04544-62171-6 $14.95 October 2016

44910 AR500 1/4” GONG 8” 6-04544-62167-9 $31.95 October 2016

44907 AR500 3/8” 66% IPSC 6-04544-62183-9 $109.95 October 2016

44905  AR500 3/8” SQUARE 8”  6-04544-62177-8 $34.95 October 2016

44906 AR500 3/8” 33% IPSC 6-04544-62179-2 $34.95 January 2017

44908 AR500 3/8” IPSC FULL SIZE 6-04544-62185-3 $189.95 January 2017

44909 AR500 1/4” SQUARE 8” 6-04544-62181-5 $31.95 January 2017

44904 AR500 3/8” SQUARE 4” 6-04544-62175-4 $14.95 January 2017

CENTER MASS™ AR500 STEEL TARGETS 
MARKET RELEASE DATE:  
October 2016

» Premium rolled and hardened AR500 steel construction
» Made in the U.S.A.
» Centerfire rifle rated (3/8” thick)
» Centerfire pistol rated (1/4” thick)
» Precise, laser-cut edges
» Square holes for 1/2” Carriage Bolts

Nothing beats the instant feedback and satisfying ‘PING!’ when 

a well-aimed shot hits a steel target. The new Champion® 

Center Mass™ AR500 Steel Targets are designed for years of 

fun at the range.  The AR500 Steel is hard enough to withstand 

multiple calibers at the appropriate distances. The targets 

also come in three different shapes and sizes, allowing for a 

customizable shooting experience. Hearing is believing with 

Champion® Center Mass™ AR500 Steel Targets.

FEATURES

66% IPSC 


